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In How to Write Erotica, author and teacher Valerie Kelly shows the aspiring writer exactly how to

crack the erotica market.-- Complete information on writing magazine articles, novels, feature films,

videotapes, advertising, and reviews.-- Step-by-step instructions and guidelines for writing and

selling one's work.-- Instructive writing exercises.-- A guide to targeting proposals to specific

markets.-- Examples of erotic writing.-- A glossary of euphemisms, key phrases, and definitions.-- A

list of the sexiest words in the English language. --This text refers to the Paperback edition.
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I've read a lot of books on this subject and I have to say that this book is probably the best, although

Mike Bailey's 'Teach Yourself Writing Erotica' is excellent as well.Valerie Kelly's book differs from

the many other books on the subject, however, as it should really be entitled 'How To Write Porn'.

No, I don't mean to demean her work - what I'm trying to say is that all of the other books about

writing erotica deal with writing novels only and talks about more literate erotica. Valerie Kelly

concentrates more on writing more hardcore short pieces for magazines and is the only book that I

have seen that covers this subject.The book is filled with excellent and entertaining examples as

well as a lot of common-sense advice presented in a logical and east to read format.The only thing

that lets this book down is its age as it is now 16 years old. The information at the start of the book

about how magazines are put together seems like something out of the dark ages these days.If the

author or publisher ever comes across this, then please consider producing a second edition that is



more up-to-date. There's definitely a market for it.

Valerie Kelly does a masterful job with How to Write Erotica...Although the advice on getting started

pertains primarily to erotic media and literature, it is time-honored, common-sense information that

all writers need to be successful...The writing samples themselves are not only informative, but also

very entertaining...I could recommend the book on them alone...But writer's looking to add steam

and physicality to their work should give this book a look...

Its a pretty cool book...for short stories/erotics based from the 80's. Its not a bad book, a lot of the

time it talks about one subject and then she shows you a story, normally a few pages long on what

type of erotic it is... basically giving you examples to whatever type of erotic she's talking about. I

honestly don't think its a great book as its really geared towards the 80's. That being said however

there are some cool exercises in the book that I think I'll be able to take advantage of. There's also

a list of sensual/sexual words you can use in a story which is pretty cool too.I'm giving it a 4 stars

based on the fact that I paid about 4-5 bucks for it used and the exercises in the back and the

sensual word list is worth it to me. I'm not interested in publishers that are looking for these kind of

writers (especially since the information is really old, the list is probably not even accurate anymore).

Also, some of the stories seemed a bit off to me... more old style flow, which probably worked great

in the 80's but just sounds a bit weird to me in 2012. Still, if you can get a used copy I think you'll

find it worth it for the word list/exercises alone. Just depends on what you're looking to use it for... :)

Worth a read anyways.

Thank you Valerie for pointing me in the right direction to write exotica and exciting love scenes, and

how to deal effectively with the agents and publishers in the marketplace. This is a very valuable

book for writers that are going in the new direction of writing modern novels. The readers and

buyers now expect very poignant, romantic, hot and sexy scenes. This book will get you there

without being gross or stupid. A good resource for progressive writers. Well done!

That's THE book you need to have if you want to write erotica !!! Tips, tools, everything you need to

know is in there. Great book, thanks a lot, Valerie ! You're great !

I bought this book hoping to get a few helpful tips for my first foray into writing. In fact, I got much

more than helpful tips. This book discussed topics I hadn't even thought of, gave advise on



acquiring an agent and approaching publishers/editors, as well as listing writing styles geared

toward different markets within the erotica genre. I found this book helpful and more.

Although the book is old, the subject matter hasn't changed for years. This is a level 1 book, and

perfect for someone interesting in writing their first erotica.

The glossary in the back is useful. Some good examples of how to add emotion and reader

engagement.
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